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SoMany ChandelEarrings (#12-2021)

#somanychandelearringsjohnbead #somanychandelearringsnta

[You may as well call me OptionsRUs, ‘cause I’ve done it again! This chandelier earring pattern is a refresh of a Now That’s a Jig! pattern template with three elements and three 
options to wrangle those three. So, you may think, “Yay!” 27 different styles!” But (sorry!) you’d be wrong—in a good way! Think of using these lovelies upside-down or sideways too; 
and that doesn’t even count your wire color and/or embellishment choices. For this go-round (and so we don’t blow your mind too, too much), we’ll limit the metal to Aluminum, 
the gauge to 18; and the colors to Green Apple and Fuchsia. And, since it’s Pearl Month here at Brenda Schweder Jewelry, we’ll accent with these lovely John Bead Czech Glass Pearls 
in 8mm. How ‘bout that for a Pearl Grand Finale!?]

Materials Tools

-Aluminum Wire, 18 gauge
 -Green Apple [SKU 74720002-05]
 -Fuchsia [SKU 74720002-13]
-John Bead Czech Glass Pearls, 8in Strand 8mm (22pc)
 -Cream [SKU 18088104-01s8]
 -Rose Gold [SKU 18088104-11s8]

-John Bead Pro Line Pliers/Cutter Set [SKU 74527341]
 -Round nose [SKU 74527301]
 -Chain nose [SKU 74527300]
 -Side-cutter [SKU 74527320]
-Nylon Jaw Pliers [SKU 74527322]
-Metal Complex Hammer, nylon [SKU 74529456]
-Metal Complex Bench-block, 4” [SKU 74529401]
-SoMany ChandelEarrings pattern [Hand Tool version @ Bead Projects & 
  PDF’s from John Bead Facebook group] or [Jig version @ 
  www.BrendaSchweder.Etsy.com]
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Directions

Create the SoMany ChandelEarring Wire Elements
     1.  Cut a length of 4” [Elements A-1-3] or 10” [Elements B-1-3 or C1-3] 18-gauge wire length in either Green Apple or Fuchsia with a cutter. 
     2.  Referencing the SoMany ChandelEarring pattern, form the wire to match any of the Element Setups.
     3.  Trim at the cut marks with a cutter and deburr the ends with a wire rounder or needle file. [Note: You’ll need to open the loops to file the ends.]
     4.  Lightly hammer the whole to flatten and harden with a nylon hammer and bench-block.
     5.  Repeat to form as many links in as many sizes and/or colors as preferred.

Create the Pearl Embellishments
     1.  Straighten and flush-cut the end of a 3” length of 18-gauge wire with a cutter.
     2.  Load a pearl to one end and turn a small, plain loop to that end. [Note: These holes will JUST fit the 18-gauge aluminum. If they don’t fit, try 
          straightening the wire once more.]
     3.  Snug the pearl up to the loop, snip the tail to 3/8” and turn another plain loop to that end.
     4.  Repeat to form as many pearl embellishments as preferred.

Create the JumpRings
     1.  Wrap a length of 18-gauge wire around a small dowel or rod, making sure the coil is tight and even [Note: A 1/8” inner dimension or smaller is all that 
          is needed for this design].
     2.  Cut the end of the coil flush, and flipping the cutter so that the flush side [back] of the cutter faces the first complete ring, cut again.
     3.  Repeat Steps 2 and 3 to form as many jump rings as preferred.

Assemble and/or Embellish the SoMany ChandelEarring Wire Elements
     1.  Arrange the elements in lines of 1, 2 or 3 vertical combinations in color combinations as preferred.
     2.  Open and close single or double jump ring/s around the element loops to be connected with two chain nose pliers.
     3.  Open and close the loop to one side of each pearl embellishment to the preferred Element loops.
     4.  Open and close the loop of an ear wire to the top loop/s of each earring.
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